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andals strike SUB
Melisse Swartwood

Dan Brindle enjoys the sunshine along Union Avenue. Temperatures reached
above 800 here yesterday, and fair weather is expected to continue.

Senior gift unveiled
By Michael Amend

This year's senior class gift will be
artwork -- $5,000 worth. The Class of
1987 Gift Committee has decided to
establish a permanent Centennial Art
Collection for the Union Building.
The choice of gift was made by the
Senior Gift Committee and announced at
a fundraising kickoff dinner held last
Thursday. Seniors Mimi Dega and Mark
Holden chaired the committee, which
based its decision on the findings of a
survey sent to the entire senior class in
January.
"The most popoular idea was to make
some of the buildings on campus
accessible to the handicapped. But that
was prohibitively expensive -- $15,000
minimum," said Dega.
"So the committee went with the
Centennial Art Collection for the
Union," said Holden. "It was the secondmost popular choice and we aren't really
limited by how much we raise. Our goal
is $5000, but if we only raise, say,
$4000, we'll just buy less art."
The committee stipulated that all art
purchased must be by present students or
alumni of UPS. The committee has
arranged a pre-showing of the Senior Art
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Show in April to buy art from this year's
seniors.
The gift committee has organized an
intensive three-day period (April 6,7, and
8) to raise the $5000 goal, including the
usual letters and phone calls to seniors
and their parents. Also, seniors will be
able to make their donations when they
buy graduation announcements and rent
caps and gowns.
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New to the fundraising effort this year
is a way for friends of seniors to give to
the class gift; Wednesday, people can
give contributions to the Senior Class
gift in a senior's name or honor.
The committee hopes to announce the
total amount raised and unveil the first
art purchases at a banquet in late April.

Vandals caused $1500 worth of
mage last Saturday in the SUB
mdezvous Room (game room),
luding smashing a video machine and
eaking the pool table for a second
ne.
The Rendezvous Room has been a site
repeated and costly vandalism this
mester. A clock was knocked off the
ill, the change machine was destroyed
an attempt to tear it from the wall, a
air was thrown into a wall, and a pool
e was used to put a hole in the wall.
All of this damage has thus far been
repaired. The latest $1400 damage done
to the video game will be covered by the
distributer, Fantasy Games, as specified
by contract.
If the vandals are caught they will face
criminal prosecution from Fantasy
Games, as well as the university's
disciplinary process.
"The problem is that security
arrangements for that room are not
adequate," said Director of Security Bruce
Sadler.
"It's totally isolated . . . there's no
way to look in at this point," he said,
"except through that cubby hole from the

Cellar.
Measures are being taken to remedy
the situation: glass has been purchased to
be installed into the doors between the
Cellar and the Rendezvous, and smaller
windows will be put into the doors to
the hall. InfoCenter workers will also be
making more checks on the room.
Sadler is taking a bid for a closedcircuit surveillance system this Friday,
with a monitor to be possibly placed in
the InfoCenter.
"This would be effective," said Sadler.
"The normal person would think twice
about vandalizing if they think
somebody's watching."
Another iae..t being considered is the
hiring of a work-study student to watch
the room. Also, pool table equipment
could be checked out from this desk.
"We know that it is students and
friends of students (who did Saturday's
damage)," said Sadler.
Sadler said most of the damages have
occurred on the weekends.
"They have to make a lot of noise to
do that much damage," he said. "It would
behoove students to report any
suspicious activities.. . If people using
the room see potentially destructive
individuals, they should call Security."

Students seek housing
By Liz Clark

Of over 2300 non-freshman students,
345 will be allotted on-campus
independent housing next academic year.
The rest will find housing off-campus or
in greek houses.
The space for non-freshmen in
residence halls is slightly less than last
year: "We are trying to avoid people
living in temporary housing for a
semester like last year," said Julie Johns
of Residential Life.
The seniority houses (students living
in their current campus-owned house
again next year) were limited to ten,
added Johns, "because of current
freshmen needing to live somewhere
besides the residence halls."
According to Johns, in addition to five
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theme houses (Running, Outdoor,
Bicycling, International Arts and Crafts,
and Business Leadership Program),
Community Coordinators have been
reserved nine houses to inhabit with an
affinity group (groups of friends living
together).
With one house reserved for students
applying as individuals, forty-three
houses remain for affinity groups.
Students who aren't placed into
residence halls or campus-owned houses
are invited to a "wait list" information
session, where they are told of their wait
list standing and prospects for getting
into a house or residence hall.
In addition, Residential Life provides
some information about housing in the
see HOUSING page 2
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community.
"We keep in touch with these students
over the summer," said Johns.
Some students sig rn i fur spots in
both university iesidences and
campus-owned houses. The deadline for
those dropping a residence hail in favor
of a house is July 1st. For those
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00
choosing not to live in a
university-owned residence hail or house,
cancellation must by June 1st to get a

refund of the $100 housing deposit.
"This way we don't have people
hanging in August, unsure if they are
going to get a house," said Johns.
Student reactions generally favor the
current housing system.
Wait list student Sally Eames said the
residence halls "are not my only option.
I think the process is the best they can
do at this time. They will help you find
housing alternatives."
"I think it is a good process," said
off-campus student Sara Michaels. "The
freshmen need a transition, and with the
changes (in housing seniority) more
freshmen will live in campus-owned
houses. I think it would be hard for them
to live off-campus."
Michaels added, however, that the
process "is not fair to juniors, who are
discriminated against (in terms of
housing allocations)."
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Learn to save a life for free
text Tuesday from 7 pm to 10 pm the men of Sigma Nu, along with the Tacoma Fi
)epartment, will be sponsoring a CPR class open to all UPS students, faculty, ai
calf. The class is free and participants will be certified in CPR upon completion of t
iree-hour class. Class size is limited to 30 people so sign up now by calling Mike
56-4285.

Happy Birthday Susan B. Anthony
Ellie Smeal is the scheduled speaker next Friday (April 10) for Susan B. Anthor
birthday celebrations in the Studcrt Union Building. The 7:30 speech is sponsored 1
Tacoma Women's Choir and Silent Auction, and admission will he $5 genen
admission and $2 for students. For more information contact Virginia Boyer at x3295
or 759-6364.
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Compiled by Rich Waymire

Baby "M," the child borne by surrogate mother Mary Beth Whitehead, was
awarded to its father William Stem Tuesday. The child, now Melissa Stern, was
awarded to Stern under contract law, according to Judge Harvey Sorkow.
Two of the nation's biggest banks upped their prime lending rates to 7.75
Tuesday, the first increase in this rate in over two and a half years. The
announcements came after the stock marker dropped 93 points late last week and
Monday of this week. All this is said to be related to the incredible weakening
of the dollar against the Japanese yen, and the beginnings of a trade war.
The House of Representatives easily rejected President Reagan's veto of the
highway bill which would, among other things, allow the speed limit to
increase to 65 mph in some areas. The vote was 350-73. However, the Sentate
rejected the measure, but it is still open to reconsideration.
The full scope of the Marine Spy case in the Moscow Embassy is just
eginning to be revealed. Itis possible that the Soviets have been able to read
virtually all the embassy's coded communications to Wahington. This material
could have included information on the Iceland summit last October.
The Soviet Union has agreed to send a consular delegation to Israel within
the next few days, in the first diplomatic exchange between these two countries
in almost 20 years. The Israeli ambassador to the U.S. and the Soviet Charge
d'Affairs are said to have to made the agreement last week in Washington.

Senate covers projects

"It sounds really cor.desccnding to mc
to assume that minorities need special
Senate kept busy Tuesday, filling help," commented Senator Melisse
formal meeting with committee and Swartwood.
There are no definite plans for the
project reports. New business included
pro tempore. program.
the
election
of
a
Chairman
Are you star material?
"He (Phibbs) wanted it to come from
President Gillian Gawne started off the
College Comedy Competition is an all-new broadcast television series that will au
evening of reports by announcing the the students and not from the
weeknights nationally. Selected college students will be flown to Los Angeles to
selection of the ASUPS Director of administration," Miller said.
compete against other students in front of a live studio audience. The three categories
Several project updates were given.
include sketch (three people in original comedy skits of three minutes or less), star Public Relations.
Although
Gawne
said
she
felt
the
new
Senator
Bill Millard announced that he is
impersonation (one to three people impersonating famous stars in original fictional
officer
would
be
"an
excellent
asset
to
looking
into more information on
situations or movie parodies), and novelty act (one to three people in bizarre costumes
Senate,"
she
did
not
reveal
the
name
of
the
Intramurala.
weird props and off-the-wall music are all encouraged). If you would like to give
chosen one, noting that she was not sure Senator Lynn Hendricks is working on
stardom a shot, call (direct or collect) Michael Branton at (213) 469-7166.
all candidates had been notified.
a Round Table with representatives from
several campus organizations. The group
China expert to discuss economic reforms
Gawne also reported the resignations of will meet for the first time this week.
rofessor Joseph Y. Battat from Indiana University will address recent reforms next two Honor Court members who will be Another project in the works is an
Vednesday, April 8, during his talk at Puget Sound on "On-Going Managerial an replaced in two weeks,
all-campus event on the last day of
conomic Reforms in China." His lecture, co-sponsored by the School of Business and
Vice President Ken Miller shared the classes.
ublic Administration and Tacoma-Pierce County Chamber of Commerce, begins at details of his recent meeting with
Senator Pat Gabrish said that it would
pm in McIntyre 106 on campus. It is free and open to the public. Battat teaches President Phibbs, Dean of Students David "provide for the whole campus to get
iternational business courses at Indiana, and he has spent four of the last ten years in Dodson, and Director of Admissions together on that last night,
and that "the
hina, principally as a management education consultant.
George Mills. response is really favorable."
Miller said that Phibbs expressed Old business included the approval of
Go biking in the scenic San Juans
interest in the implementation of "some students committee positions which was
s & Travel is sponsoring a bike trip to the San Juan islands on April 11 and 12. sort of Big Brother Little Brother, Big tabled last week. The amendments passed
Darcie at x 3367 for more information.
Sister Little Sister program at area unanimously.
junior high and middle schools where a The only new business of the evening
UPS student would be teamed up with a was the election of a Senate Chairman pro
Gala event to help drug rehabilitation
rempore. Lawrence Neville was chosen.
You can dance the night away and help establish a scholarship fund for drug minority student there."
When
Miller
asked
the
Senators'
"I
know Lawrence and I have been
rehabilitation. Comedians, an illusionist, and a band will perform from 7 to 9 pm on
opinions,
the
response
was
varied,
reading
Robert's Rules of Order at night,"
April 18 at Tacoma's Bicentennial Pavillion. Tickets are available at the Information
"I
know
I'd
like
to
do
it,"
said
Senator
Swartwood
said, which seemed to sway
students
Bill Millard.
quite a few of the voting senators.
By Caitlin Moughon
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Students take advantage of travel programs
By Shelby Wright
For students craving cultural diversity
and a new perspective, UPS offers
several study abroad programs. Students
are currently gearing up for two of the
most popular: Pac Rim and London.
"The recent proliferation of studytravel programs, notwithstanding, no
other American college offers anything
quite like it," states the travel itinerary.
The itinerary boasts justifiably of the
unique opportunity the Pacific Rim
study creates for its 35 participants
tn-annually.
The program, which begins with
departure from Seattle August 26, will
take participants to seven countries.
While spending approximately a month
each in China, Japan, Korea, Thailand,
Nepal, India, and Pakistan, Pac Rim
students study subjects fulfilling eight
units. Included are "Arts of China,"

"Himalayan Flora and Fauna," and
"Caste, Class, and Ethnicity in Indian
Society."
Students have been preparing all year
with research and presentations and
enthusiasm increases as the trip draws
near.
"It's funny," Junior Kay Mains
remarked. "Every week we've had a
presentation where people give an
overview of a countly, and you get most
excited about that country-- until the
next week's presentation!"
Stressing the importance of the time
the group will spend individually with
their hosts in a country, Lorelee Parker
said she is most looking forward to
India.
"It is a paradox," she said, "India is
both traditional but very new, there is
great poverty but such wealth in
buildings like the Taj Mahal."
Fifteen years after its inception, the

Pacific Rim program continues to seek
students from all academic disciplines.
"It isn't just for Asian Studies
majors," Mains stressed. "They want a
wide variety."

Variety is a key word in study-abroad
and one that Sally Eames cites as her
eason for applying to the London
Program.
"It's a chance to learn something in a
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new setting... a chance to learn about
people whose perspective is different."
The Independent Liberal Arts Colleges
Abroad sponsors the program, which
accommodates 35 students each semester.
Each semester students can select four
courses from a list including "The
London Stage," "Victorian Art and
Architecture," and "International
Relations and Foreign Policy."
During the Fall session, Jerrald E.
Lerum, a PLU Biology professor, will
lead the group. In the spring, Dr.
Stephen Balzarini of Gonzaga's History
Department will spearhead Lhe
experience. In each session, five British
faculty members will complete the
group.
Much of the learning, however, takes
place outside of the classrooms. Plays,
fieldtrips, and overnight excursions are
part of the package.

SPRING
GRADUATES:

GET
THE
CREDIT
YOU
DESERVE
Once again, we're proud to offer
the GMAC College Graduate
Finance Plan. GMAC wants to
help us give you the credit you
deserve, and the keys to a new
Hiatt Pontiac-GMC.
For this special GMAC financing, all you need is your diploma,
proof of a job, a low down payment. the ability to meet
monthly payments and no
derogatory credit references.
You'll get $400 off the purchase price, or a 90-day deferral
on your payments, as a graduation present from GMAC.
After all, graduating from college, is no small achievement.
We're proud to offer you one
of your first rewards. GMAC is
an Equal Credit Opportunity

Company
Come in and see us today.
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A glance at the arts
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In the area
TACOMA/PIERCE COUNTY OPERA PRESENTS THE
BARTERED BRIDE: April 3 and 5; Pantages Centre; April 3 at 8pm, April 5
at 3pm; call 627-7789.
UPS ORGANIST EDWARD HANSEN WILL GIVE A RECITAL:
April 5; 4pm; Christ Church, 310 No. K St., Tacoma; free to UPS community.
Works by Mozart, Bach, Brahms, and other gre :cmposers will be performed.
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On campus
GORDON HLRABAYASHI WILL SPEAK ON THE TOPIC WHEN
HORROR BECOMES COMMONPLACE: THE
MEANINGFULNESS OF OUR CONSTITUTION: April 2; 4pm;
McIntyre 111; free. Cookies and beverages will be provided.

THE HONORS SERIES WILL SHOW THE FINE FILM
SLA UGHTERHO USE FIVE: April 2; 7pm; McIntyre 006; free.

Joyous s o Un d s rock UPS

CAMPUS FILMS THE PRESENTS OSCAR-WINNING FILM
ALIENS: April 3-5; Friday and Saturday 6pm, 8:30pm, and 11pm, and Sunday at

6pm and 8:30pm; McIntyre 006; $1 with ID.

By John Shepherd
In recent years, the music scene in the
Seattle--Tacoma area has been rather
lacking. Fortunately, an excellent crop of
new bands, with Pure Joy at the head,
has broken ground in providing some
exciting new music.
This Saturday at 8:00p.m., four of the
best new local bands will converge on
UPS in showcase of local talent. Eastern
Star, Girl Trouble, Chemistry Set, and
Pure Joy will play.
The show will be held in the Great
Hall, with sets beginning every hour.
Aside from from Pure Joy, the bands
are little known. However, each band is
developing their own following, and, if
talent is any measure of success, they all
have potential to contribute greatJy to
local music.
Listening to Eastern Star, led by UPS
student Mark Holt, I was amazed I had
not heard them before. This is probably
because they are a new band.
Nonetheless, they are hot, and will soon
be getting airplay on KUPS.
The other Tacoma band, Girl Trouble,
has a heavier sound, "similar to that of
the Cramps and the Ramones," according
to Scott Claeys-- the event coordinator.
With a loyal local following, Girl
Trouble will probably bring its own
crowd to the show, who would normally
avoid the more mainstream material. If
you like garage-band music, don't miss
this one.
Chemistry Set, based in Seattle, has a
style much different than the more
boisterous Girl Touble, bui their
southern-folk influenced music in equally
exciting.
They often gig with Pure Joy, which
might lead one to assume they are riding
the wave of Pure Joy's success.
However, "they are starting to gain their
own appeal," says Claeys. Indeed, their
material is worthy of it.
The show will be headlined by Pure
Joy, the rising star of Northwest music,
who seems destined for national
recognition. Their merits include an
opening gig with the Pretenders, a four
song EP and a cover story in this week's
Rocket, to name a few.
In addition, their single "Ocean" is
high on the KUPS playlist and no. 2 at
KCMU, the UW station. The outlook is
bright. "In the future," claims Claeys,"
they'll be more vinyl."

CAMPUS FILMS ALSO IS SHOWING A MATINEE OF
(STARRING ROBERT REDFORD
AND BARB STREISAND!): April 4 and 5; 2pm; McIntyre 006; $1.

BAREFOOT IN THE PARK

KUPS TOP 121/2
FOR THE WEEK ENDING 3/27
i tie merit ,however, is not a good
way to judge Pure Joy. It is the spirit of
the music they convey that makes them
so attractive. Alter listening to their EP
repeatedly, I can only hope for continued
success so they can release more
material.
Tickets for the show are $2 for
students and $4 for the public. A crowd
of 200-300 is expected, so there will be
plenty of people to dance with.
This will not be a show for music
fans to miss. It will probaly be the last
chance to see such a line-up for $2.

This L= A
1.
1. U2
NEW 2. Killing Joke
NEW 3. Julian Cope
NEW 4. Rockin' Dopsie
4.
5. Pure Joy
8.
6. Husker Dü
NEW 7. XTC
7.
8. Soundtrack
NEW 9. Chris Isaac
NEW 10. Wednesday Week
NEW 11. Psychedelic Furs
5. 12. Siousxie and the Banshees
NEW1/2. Wid...

IJILQ
The Joshua Tree
Brighter Than A Thousand Suns
St. Julian
Crowned Prince of Zydeco
Pure Joy
Warehouse: Songs and Stories
Dear God (12")
Some Kind of Wonderful
Chris Isaac
What We Had
Midnight To Midnight
Through the Looking Glass
Empty...

Oregon'N
State
University
invites

-V

YOU
...to discuss
the Master of
Business Prograni
IF YOUR MAJOR IS:
Communication
Liberal Arts
Social Science
Science
Business
Other
SEE US TO DISCUSS
YOUR FUTURE.

DROP IN
AND VISIT
at the
udent Union
Building
1:30-5:00 pm

Thursday, April 9, 1987
If you seek a 4-term program, opened to qualified students, with
entry possible any term, explore the possibilities offered by
the MASTER OF BUSINESS PROGRAM at
Oregon State University, Corvallis, Oregon
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Asia Week happenings
MONDAY, APRIL 6:
MODERN CHINESE WOODCUTS: MYTHS AND GODS.
Slide-lecture by Professor Bill Colby, UPS Art Department; 7:30pm; Kittredge
Gallery. Free.
TUESDAY, APRIL 7
OTHER CHINESE: MINORITIES IN THE PRC.
Lecture by
Professor Michael Drompp, UPS History Department; 7:30pm; Kittredge Gallery.
Free.
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 8
STUDENT DEMONSTRATIONS AND PURGES IN CHINA
TODAY. Lecture by Professor Maria Chang, UPS Politics and Government
Department. Chang has just returned from speaking in China; 4pm; Kittredge
Gallery. Free.
ON-GOING ECONOMIC AND MANAGERIAL REFORM IN
CHINA. Lecture by Professor Joseph Banal, BPA School Indiana University;
5pm-6:30pm; McIntyre 108. Free.
POST-MA OISM IN CHINESE ART.
Slide lecture by Professor Ralph
Croizier, History Department, University of Victoria, British Columbia. Croizier
has just spent his sabbatical (Fall 1986) investigating the contemporary art scene;
7:30pm; Kittredge Gallery. Free.
APRIL 13
KABUKI THEATRE. Lecture-performance by Professor Leonard Ponko,
Comparative Literature Department, Pomona College. Sponsored by the Foreign
Language Department; 8pm; Jacobsen Hall. Free.

An example of the fine woodcuttings on display in Kittredge Gallery. The
exhibit will be shown through April 19.

Lecturer related injustices
By Shelby Wright
In this, the land of the free, home of
the brave, it is easy to take the rights
outlined in our Constitution for granted.
Gordon Hirabayashi's lecture Thursday at
4pm provided an eye-opening
perspective.
"The Constitution is a mere scrap of
paper unless citizens are willing to
uphold it," comented Hirabayashi. "After
hearing his story, the audience couldn't
doubt that Hirabayashi knew what that
meant.
As a senior at University of
Washington in 1942, Hirabayashi
ignored Executive Order 9066, which
required Americans of Japanese descent to
report to internment camps. He then
turned himself in to the police and spent

time in jail and in an Arizona Road
Camp. He was eventually sent to a camp
for conscientious objectors and wasn't
released until V-J Day in 1945.
Forty-three years later, still convinced
that the internment of 120,000
Americans had been unconstitutional,
Hirabayashi filed a writ of comm nobis
asking the court to correct the injustice.
After seven days of testimony, the
United States District Court ruled in
favor of Gordon Hirtabayashi.
Stating that he feels just as
comfortable defending the Consutution
today as he did the first time he went to
court in 1943, Gordon Hirabaysasi
effectively uses his experiences to
emphasize the question of
constitutionality in time of crisis.

David L. Harlan

Puget Sound's Adeiphian Concert Choir, conducted by Paul Schultz, performed
last night in Kilworth Chapel. The choir had just ret urned from an appearance at the
National Convention of the American Choral Directors Association.
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Crowned May 2, Spring Weekend.. . Watch for details.
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Dexter's Diary

Canyon trip a catalyst for contemplation

Tuesday.
This morning I woke up before
everyone else and watched the sunlight
climb up the sides of Lone Tree Canyon.
Initially, the sun made a meek inspection
of the canyon. Then its exarnnation

rocks off peaks and cliffs only to watch
them crash explosively on the landscape
below. The vision of grown men
pushing monolithic boulders down
mountains for the fun of it made me
jealous. But then I thought of the
primitive equipment the early
mountaineers used to get where they did.
I think I can begrudge them their fun if I
can keep my Gore-tex.
We eventually arrived at a campsite
called Boulder City. Boulder City is
remarkably wider and rounder than Lone
Tree. I am facing towards the canyon's

became less cautious and more
commanding. What was at night a dark
narrow trough became a bright bowl of
light. The sun made the canyon wide
again. The rest of the group' woke up
and quietly studied the changing light.
They became more talkative as the sun
came over the edge of the canyon.
As I packed up this morning Bob
Stremba came over to me and asked
me,"Dexter could you open up your pack
for a moment?" I did and he put a fifteen
pound rock into it, laughed, and walked
away. I shut the pack up and proceeded
hiking. I entertained visions of being
strong enough to carry the rock the
whole week and showing it to Bob at the
top of the canyon on Friday. My
expectations soon became more realistic.
After about three quarters of a mile I put
my pack down and waited until Bob
walked by. When he came up I showed
him the rock and said,"It's your turn to
carry it." I dropped the rock and as the
rock tumbled down a slope Bob chastised
me. "Dexter, you are responsible for a
microecological disaster. Go find that
rock and put it back where you found it.
But I was only following orders.
Anyway, my microecological sin
pales in comparison to the acts of the
early mountaineers who pushcl huge

steep rear wall. Above the left side of the
wall I see a small patch of the snow
covered south rim. It's probably
snowing up on the rim but here it is
warm and dry. My senses are continually
impacted by how much diversity the
canyon exhibits.
Many people talk of the canyon as if
it were merely an example of erosion,
but it is as much of a monument to
longevity as it is to erosion. The Buttes
and mesas behind me are testaments to
endurance. The Colorado River churns
below them with enormous force, but
the buttes and terraces, they have
withstood.
Helicopters and planes have been
flying over the canyon for the whole day
and they are really pissing me off. The
helicopters are being used to carry stuff
down to Phantom Ranch. Phantom
Ranch is really just a hotel for the
tourists who ride mules down to the
bottom of the canyon. I wouldn't give
any of the tourists I see on the mules a
piggy back ride and I don't see why the
mules would either. I saw a whole
bunch of tourists riding out of the
canyon on Monday as we hiked down.
They all wore yellow rubber rainjackets
provided by the tour agency and they
looked like oversized munchkins. The

The following passages are Dexter
Van Zile's impressions of the Grand
Canyon. Dexter was part of an 11
member group that hiked the South Rim
of the Grand Canyon in Northern
Arizona during Spring Break. He had
lots offun.

mules looked like they were going to the
glue factory.
But back to my point about the
helicopters. The ranch was originally
created with stuff that was either hiked in
or brought in by mule. Why can't that
be done now? "If I had a rocket
launcher.
The birds are making themselves more
obvious with their chirps and the frogs
have been squagging. I think I have
been hearing the bark of some type of
rodent also. Despite all the noises (the
helicopters and airplanes included) the

most obvious aspect of the canyon is
silence. In fact, these noises make the
silence all that much more noticeable.
Silence is often described as deafening,
but now it is forcing me to listen.
Wednesday.
I took a shit last night.
My first camping trips with the local
Scout troop were all marked by a
tenacious fear of relieving myself in the
woods. Taking a dump in the wilderness
was the last thing in the world I wanted
to do. I longed for the separation
provided by a bathroom stall.
Last night I realized that going potty
in the wilderness makes obvious how
illusory our separation from the cycles of
nature is. It reminds us that we are like
any other animal in our need to eliminate
wastes. In our homes we flush it
immediately away to points far distant as
if it were never a part of us in the first
place. It is immediately forgotten.
One major aspect of our present
system of production and consumption is
that our waste is always transported to
points far distant and soon forgotten. But
in the wilderness it is only as far away as
we are willing and able to walk. Maybe
our overall consumption would not be so
conspicuous and great if we had to deal
with our waste in a more honest and
realistic manner. Our society is much
like the young camper who held his
bowels in that we are always waiting
until later to deal with our waste.
One thing I can't understand is how
the government is trying to get the

see CANYON page 12
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Tacoma taverns offer budget buzz
By Kent Pearson

interesting as well. Where else can you
choose between Conway Twitty, Kool
and the Gang, and Bon Jovi?
The beer is cold, and $2.75 for a
genrous pitcher. For non-stop
entertainment there is a "Shuffle Score"
board in one corner, and two pool tables
in the front of the large, open room.
If you're the type who dreads Monday
mornings, Blue Mondays at the Zone are
for you. Every Monday morning from 8
a.m. to 12 noon, the Loading Zone
serves 35 cent schooners. Party!!!
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If you're 21 or have older friends
whom you resemble, you have probably
visited Katie Downs or the Red
Robin at sometime during your college
career. These establishments, however,
are not the best places to frequent if you
are on a typical college budget.
For those of you who can't afford too
many $6.25 pitchers of beer or $4.50
Electric Ice Teas, North Tacoma hosts
numerous taverns and bars where you can
buy a cheap pitcher while rubbing
elbows with the locals.
These Tacoma establishments are not
for those of you lookng for a slushy
margarita or a stiff martini, however.
They cater to the student (or non student)
on a budget who wants to get out of the
house (or dorm room), play a little pool,
and wet his or her whistle.
While most taverns serve wine and
coolers, the drink of choice is, of course,
beer. At the risk of offending teetotalers
and those with more civilized palates, I
am centering this guide around this
refreshing beverage.
Tacoma does not suffer from a
shortage of modest watering holes; the
yellow pages list 110 odd taverns in the
Tacoma area.

The Family Tavern
Proctor

The Spar

2121 N. 30th

The North End

2622 N. Proctor

A modest, one room tavern at 2121 N.
Tucked in next to a hardware store in
30th near McCarver, the Spar serves the the Proctor district, the North End is a
coldest beer in Tacoma. But don't expect dark, cluttered tavern filled with bingo
anything exotic, they serve only gaines, neon signs, and dart boards.
domestic beer on tap.
Along with Lite, Bud, and Heidelberg,
Despite its excellent location above you can buy dart accessOries and knives.
Ruston Way, the Spar only has one A tavern that sells knives? Pick a seat
small window overlooking near the door.
Commencement Bay--on the way to the
The North End offers "Happy-time"
rest room.
pitcher prices, for 2.50. Unlike the Spar,
The Spar serves its beer in frosted the beer was warm and the glasses
pitchers and glasses, 60 oz. pitchers for unchilled. Around a corner, tucked in
College students earn $3.00. Perhaps more famous than the
$6—$10 per hour working cold beer are Spar chips, a mound of back is a pool table and numerous bingo
part—time on campus. sliced, deep fried potatoes for only $1.25 dispensers. A definite local hangout.
For more info call
a plate.
The Loading Zone 3819 N 26th
1-800-932-0528.
The Spar is fast becoming a UPS
hangout, but I was told to keep it quiet.
Stumbling distance from the North
End is The Loading Zone, also in The
Proctor District. This tavern has large
picture windows facing out on 26th--they
obviously have nothing to hide.
The interior has the feel of an old 727.
The orange vinyl seats and booths
transport you back in time twenty years.
The selections on the juke box are

215 N

The true local tavern. I don't know if
all the people there were family, but by
the looks we received it was obvious that
my fellow researchers and I were not. We
were quickly greeted, however, by a man
in a white dress shirt and horn rimmed
glases who calls himself "Amazing
Crazy Steve."
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Dorri Heroux, B.S. MS.
Phone 472-2823
5228 S Park Ave
Thanks to Steve's jokes and card and
coin tricks, I did not mind the warm beer
and smoky environment. In fact, I paid
so much attention to Steve, whose
ambition is to do his routine on "Late
Night with David Letterman," that I did
not pay much attention to the bar at all.
I'm not even sure of the pitcher prices,
but they were no more than any other
establishment in Proctor.

see TAVERNS page 8
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Taverns
continued from page 7
It is a tiny establishment, one small
room with a bar, pool table, and only
four or five tables. On the wall in back
of the bar hang clear, glass beer mugs,
which never hold anything but domestic
beer.
It is a tavern only family could love.

being the closet tavern to campus, but
you would never know by the crowd that
gathers there. It is definitely not a
college bar. But aside from an occasional
scuffle, it's a pretty mellow place.
Among friends of mine, Magoo's is a
favorite, primarily for its pool tables and
$3.00 pitchers of Henry Weinhard's Ale.
The pitchers are the small, plastic ones
you find in pizza parlors, but for $3.00,
who's complaining?

F

micro-brewery $5.95, and domestic beers
$3.25. Special Happy Hour prices apply
for both pitchers and pints. Wines,
coolers, and alcoholic ciders are also
available. Separate from the bar is small
kitchen serving soft tacos, pizza, and
sandwiches.
The Engine House offers patlons the
opportunity to sample each of its 47
beers, through the Engine House No. 9
Beer Club. There is a catch; you must
consume all of the beers, lagers, and
ales, and stouts within a three month
period. At two dollars a shot, it's a hefty
investment. But, you do get a T-shirt
and your name on a plaque for all to see.
While the Engine House is full of
oddities, the most unique conversation
piece can only be enjoyed by half of its
patrons. The men's room boasts urinals
that face one another in the middle of the
room, an interesting way to meet fellow
conisseurs of fine brew.
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My apologies to Katie Downs, the
West End, and the Goldfish Tavern. I had
planned to visit these establishments,
but my pocket book and liver could stand
only so much indulgence in the space of
a week.

Magoo's has trivia games mounted on
Terry's Office Tavern 3410 N.
the bar and a juke box with an excellent
Proctor
selection of classic rock-n-roll. If you're
lucky,
you can get the table on the edge
Across the bridge north of the r'roctor
of
the
upper
level with a great view of
district is Terry's Office Tavern, once a
the
entire
tavern. And, if you're
UPS hang-out. Like the Spar, it consists
adventuresome,
Magoo's serves food,
of one spacious room and has a
primarily
sandwiches,
along with its
comfortable, laid-back feel,
beers
and
wines.
Although far from cluttered, the tavern
is full of posters and trophies, a
big-screen TV, and video games. Mellow Engine House No. 9 611 N. Pine
FM music is a welcome change to loud
The Engine House is in a different
juke boxes at other area taverns.
class
than the rest of North Tacoma's
The beer, at $3.00 $3.50 per large
taverns.
Boasting a collection of 17 be ers
pitcher, is served cold.
on
tap,
both imports and microTh e most impressive aspect of Terry's
breweries,
and thirty more in bottles, the
Office is the people. While catering to
Engine
House
caters to the beer drinker
regulars (one guy at the bar was wearing
who
wants
more
than Bud.
a "Terry's Office" jacket) the employees
Housed
in
a
historic
fire station, the
were friendly and tolerant of us "college
Engine House lives up to its image.
kids." One of the patrons even made a
point of wishing us a good evening. Ladders and nets hang from the ceiling,
Who said the locals resent UPS students? old pumps and hoses decorate the floor,
and fire pole descends from the ceiling
directly in front of the entrance.
2710 N. 21st
Magoo's Annex
You pay for the atmosphere, however.
Pitchers
of import beers cost $6.25,
Magoo's has the dubious distinction of
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Ind*ana Shines
By John Sheperd
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There is rejoicing in Indiana. In a land
where basketball is king, it is only
fitting that a national title reign there for
a year.
Indeed, high school and college
basketball captures the fancy of the
Midwest in a way that football is
cherished in Texas and baseball in Japan.
5 However, the magic of winning an
important basketball tournament, so
timely portrayed by the film Hoosiers,
holds a significance of fabled porportions
to the people of Indiana that transcends
that of other sports. This magic is not
measured in numbers, but in spirit.
It is the same magic that can elevate a
basketball coach to the level of a
By Brent Grisim
Husky Invitational course to also be
modem-day philosopher. Bobby Knight
demanding. "Its really choppy in the is more than a coach in Indiana; he is a
The Women's Crew team garnered [Montlake] cut." This coming Saturday guru.
enough points overall to capture the the team will meet PLU, SPU and UW
By the same token, he is hated by
Spokane Fawley Cup this past Saturday.
multitudes of sports fans. There is no
JV Boats up in Seattle.
"The novice rowers had a very strong
Men's varsity light four: UPS middle ground.
showing," said Coach Hegerness. With lost an early lead it could not regain
What is it about basketball that allows
the help of uncontested exhibitionary when the bowman crabbed at 750m due a sportsman like Knight to arouse such
rows by the varsity light and heavy to the bitter cold. They rallied to take passions from millions ---- most of whom
fours, the women beat out Gonzaga and
really do not understand the complexities
third over a GU shell.
Washington State for the title.
Women's novice open four: UPS of basketball? It is more than his
Despite the victory, UPS can use
had an easy victory despite crabbing at side-line antics. Perhaps it is the nature
improvement in a few areas. "A couple the 1000m and accidentally stopping at of the game played by professional level
boats cracked under pressure and lost the 1500m.
athletes before the contaminating effects
their smoothness," said Heggerness.
Men's novice open four: Though of enormous salaries enter the picture.
With first race jitters behind them now third off the start in the race, UPS A Perhaps it is the way men like Knight
the crews know what to expect for their staged a cmeback. The crew pulled mold such awesome talent in their image
next outting.
ahead at the 1 000m and held off UPS B as if they were a god.
Out on Long Lake the crews had to by four seats for the win.
In this position, a coach is involved in
beach launch in 35 degree weather. The
Men's novice light four: The
temperature took its toll. Strong winds UPS crew confidently battled the GU
also made starts difficult to line up.
boat, bowball to bowball. Staying long
Heggerness anticipates the upcoming and strong with lift of spacing and a 29
stroke rate, they controlled GU's 7ft
spacing and 33 stroke rate. With 200m
TYPING
to go the UPS cox called the rate up by By Kathy Hedges
K EXECUTIVE
2 and the crew fell apart and lost by two
SUPPORT
WORD
seats.
Along with the sun this weekend came
SYSTEMS
a
couple of wins for the Loggers.
PROCESSING
Saturday UPS was host to the Pacific
University Bulldogs. The Loggers took
STUDENT DISCOUNTS
the games in a sweep, 4-3 and 5-3.
In the first game senior Darrell Nakano
Pick-up And Delivery Available
pitched for the Loggers to take the win.
This was the first win for Nakano.
ph. .272-6651
call BOBBI
Lefthander Chris Morris pitched his first
win during thsecond game.
7406 27th st. W. Tacoma
The two wins were needed for the
Loggers. Before the weekend the Loggers
had only won one game. On Thursday
nut
mu nn
_•_ni rnn'c rirni t , ------UPS added to their losses with a 4-7
FDR
822 North 2'
defeat by PLU.
THE
NEW
(OffProctoi
In hopes of repeating their sweep of
PHBSE
759-094
Saturday the Loggers traveled to Forest
INYOIJR
Grove, OR to take on the Bulldogs for
nine innings. During the nine innings
SPitE I
the Loggers came up with eight errors
and a loss to the Bulldogs, 1-13.
The Loggers are working on their
defense
this week in preperation for
ForEntlreSchoe
Concordia.
Saturday UPS will host Southpaw Chris Morris pitches a win
Year
Concordia for a doubleheader starting at 1 against the Pacific University Bulldogs.
The victory, score 5-3, was a second win
pm .
for the Loggers on Saturday.

Women win Fawley
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more than strategy. At a press
conference, Bobby Knight commented on
everything from his philosophy of life to
constitutional issues. Responding to
question on drug testing, Knight
commented that if he were President for a
day, he would have everyone drug tested.
(Thank God this man is not President).
The reaction of normally calm or
uninterested people to these mad
geniuses manipulation of such pure and
unrefined talent can create an amazing
metamorphosis. Fans side in games as
though it were a religous war.
And, ineed, basketball, which is a
purely American invention, reflects in its
seeming simplicity all the complexity of
Americart society and its values. The
loyalty, the nail-biting tension, the
personality, the controversy, the
psychology, the hem-worship, the fear of
failure, the superfical love and hate, true
love and hate, the respect of the athletic
grace, the shame and the glory of
success. All these things, especially
when played by the uncorrupted (or
seemingly so), invokes this special
magic that makes a basketball coach's
relative importance to the development
of the universe blow way out of
porportion.
It is only natural that such a sport is
carried to its extreme in Middle America,
where they understand basketball as more
than just a game.
If you consider this far-fetched, try
going to school in Bloomington, Indiana
next year.

Loggers sweep PU!....
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For Help in
Pregnancy
Call PregnancyAid
383-4100
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TACOMA BOOK CENTER
QUALITY USED BOOKS

Sports in Brief
Successful weekend for Logger softball: After competing in a
round-robin tournament hosted by Oregon Tech, the Loggers returned home with
three wins and one defeat. Michelle Joy opened the first game to the Loggers
favor by hitting a homerun, bringing the lead to 3-0. The Loggers took the
Oregon Tech Owls 11-0. In the second game UPS faced Pacific University and
took a hard loss, 1-fl. The Loggers picked up momentum on Sunday when they
faced Willamette. Laurie Gillespie hit a 3 run homerun which helped UPS win
10-2. In the fourth game of the weekend the team faced Oregon Tech and again
won, this time 9-3. This Saturday, April 5, the Loggers will host Linfield
College to a doubleheader. Action starts at 11 am at Peck Field, South 15 and
Sprague.

ONE OF THE FINEST SELECTIONS IN THE
NORTHWEST OF MODERN LITERATURE
HISTORY - ART - CHILDRENS BOOKS
THE SCIENCES - SCIENCE FICTION - MYSTERIES
AND MUCH MORE! OPEN MON. THRU SAT.
DOWNTOWN TACOMA 1165.9TH
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Political work: WA Fair Share is working for affordable
health care and a Federal Budget that focuses on human
needs not corporate greed. W.F.S. is seeking articulate
people with political experience to work on our grassroots
outreach and fundraising staff. Training, Travel and
Advancement opportunities in national network. HRS
1:30-1Opm, M-F, $11-14,00/yr, E.O.E. Call 272-1127.

GreL, Gerson 1!olfs low score for Loers: In a triangular meet with
PLU and TCC, the Loggers placed third with 337. Greg Gerson swung the
lowest score for the Loggers with a 77. In Fridays match the Loggers met PLU
once more for dual competition. Low scorer again for the Loggers was Gerson
with an 81. Matt Cowan followed with an 84 and Derek Swanson with an 88.
PLU took the meet with 321, UPS 342. Action for this week will be the Green
River Invitational. Thursday the tournament is set for Lake Spanaway at 10 am,
Friday Capital City at 9 am.
Winning streak hits Loers on Saturday: In a doubleheader against
Pacific University the Loggers took both games 4-3 and 5-3. The two wins were
preceded by a 7-4 loss to FLU. Sunday the ball team headed south to PU in
hopes of another win against the Bulldogs. The Loggers came home with another
loss, PU took the game 13-1. Saturday the team travels to Concordia for a
doubleheader. Sunday the team returns the favor and hosts Concordia to a
doubleheader starting at 1.
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On their way to
Spanaway
The UPS Golf team came from two
tournaments last week with
disappointing results.
On Thursday at Oakbrook Country
Club UPS came in only seven strokes
behind TCC's 330 but FLU won out
with a 300.
"As a team we didn't do very well.
Hopefully we'll do something good in
the future," said Matt Cowen.

I

Toco.uio

373-05511 272-6613

Men's Lacrosse hosts Whitman: This Saturday the men's lacrosse team
will travel to UW for competition. On Sunday the men will stay home to host
Whitman to a game. The action will begin at noon.

In contrast to the performance of the
team as a whole, team captain Greg
Gerson made a good showing. Gerson
came in 3rd in both of the tournaments,
with a 77 on Thursday and an 81 at
Fircrest.
This Thursday the team will travel to
Spanaway for the Green River
Community College Invitational.
Several small schools and community
colleges, such as Lewis and Clark and
Whitman, as well as larger universities,
such as CWU, attend this tournament.
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By Melisse Swartwood
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8 CHANNEL VIDEO BOOTHS
VIDEO TAPE SALES RENTALS
BETA VHS JOIN OUR VIDEO CLUB
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Track team olaces second at triangular meet: Saturday the women's
and men's track team participated in a triangular meet in Parkiand with FLU and
Lewis and Clark. The women's team placed second with 46 points, FLU 97,
Lewis and Clark 31. The men placed second as well with 74 points, FLU 90,
Lewis and Clark 24. While still running with less than full power due to a
variety of injuries, the track team will journey to Ellensburg for the CWU
Invitational.
Women's lacrosse heads north: Sunday the women's lacrosse team
heads to Western Washington for competition. This will be the first game for
the Loggers since spring break.
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TACOMA, WA 98405
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We want out
Staff Editorial
While all the rest of you spend your classes on the steps of Jones Hall, your study
breaks on the quad lawns, and your money on suntan oil and Ray-Bans, we on the
staff of the Trail have been working in a basement. A basement stuffy with the
indoors, lit by fluorescent lights, and chilled by indoor ventilation systems.
This isn't natural. We want out. We know it'd be impossible to move our
operations outdoors since we don't have enough really long extension cords, but we'd
like windows.
If you'd like to help us build windows for our office, send money or axes to the
Trail office. Please call to set up an appointment so we can put your axe in
safekeeping. Help us see the light of day.

American students have bought into South Africa's rascism. By debating
divestment, they have skirted the problem. As ruling South African whites are pleased
to hear, we've essentially agreed to gradual, constructive change within apartheid.
International pressure has produced no fundamental results. Twenty-two million
blacks, roughly 80% of the population, are still kept on 11% of the land. They still
have absolutely no national political rights. These facts are bland from overuse. For
the past 37 years, we have stood by as blacks have been pervasively and legally
arrested, detained and tortured without ever seeing a court.
The oppression of fundamental human rights will never be lifted from South Africa
without lifting apartheid. Ruling whites will never relinquish control. Its like asking
a man to voluntarily castrate himself.
Our leaders don't have the balls as well to follow through with action. Our nation
has abandoned upholding the ideal that all men have a right to life, liberty and the
pursuit of happiness.
If Vietnam has taught us a lesson, it is to support the right side: the masses
yearning to breathe free. As American students we have an obligation to take a moral
stand. I submit then a call to arms, to invade South Africa and liberate the blacks
from white totalitarian rule.
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MATT AND STEVE
BL W OFF A WEEK
We were going to write about the quilt made with President Phibbs'
bow ties hung between the mannequins, but Steve had to go to the
bank.
:
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Letters to the editor
Apartheid still problem
Just in case anyone still cares
western democracies produce more than
(certainly not the faculty), corporate
half-hearted pronouncements of the
America (read "Trustees") is reaffirming
comical Sullivan Priniciples (sounds
its support of apartheid. A front-page
familiar, doesn't it?), investors now can
article in the Christian Science Monitor
re-inject their dollars, which are
(3-25) documents the return of
"indespensible to South Africa's...
economy-bolstering Western investments strategy of expanded growth at home and
to South Africa.
financial links abroad."
The repression of dissent has
succeeded. Coupled with the failure of
see SO. AFRICA page 12
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South Africa
continued from page 11
Token emotionalism? Wellintentioned foolishness? My ass. Our
values fly out the window when they
cost money.
Steve Bovingdon

Soccer thanks
At this time, I'd like to take time on
behalf of the FC Harrington soccer team,
the many people who made last Sunday's
UPS-PLU co-ed indoor soccer match at
the Tacoma Dome possible.
A special thank you to the Tacoma
Stars is in order. The team and especially
Jimmy McAlister and Suzanne Koenig
from the front office deserve a lot of
praise for setting the game up.
The team wouldlike to show
appreciation to the Athletic Dept. and
men's soccer coach John Duggan for
allowing us the use of the varsity
uniforms for allowing us the use of the
varsity uniforms for the game. Thanks,
guys!
Thank you's go to all of you who
came out Sunday to watch the game and
those who offered their encouragement
the last few weeks. Your support was
really appreciated.

Canyon
continued from page 6
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western states to serve as nuclear waste
sites when most of the nuclear power
plants are in the east. If my neighbor
said he wanted to use my cesspool I'd
say,"It's your shit --- you deal with it!"
While I think the federal government
should take a greater role in dealing with
toxic waste, the local and state initiatives
aimed at dealing with the problem
hearten me because local initiatives may
lead to more local responsibility.
Waste disposal is a misnomer. It is
never really disposed of. It caniiot be
simply forgotten. We live in a closed
environment that houses many delicate
cycles. The desert is a good place to get
reaquainted with these cycles because
they are all so much more fragile here.
Thursday.
After we got into camp today at
Cottonwood we hiked up to the top of
one of the nearby mesas and explored a
cave. The hike was strenuous and hurried
because we didn't start until 3:30. It was
getting dark, cold, and it had started to
rain.
The inside of the cave was dry and
dusty. Dust flew up from our boots as
we walked in through the entrance
making our headlamps useless. I soon
realized I was afraid of dark dusty
enclosed places and began to dork Out. I
continually suggested that we leave. At
one point inside the cave we all turned
our headlamps off to see how dark it
was. Very dark.

A thank you should also go to the
Trail for its role in pre-game coverage
and promotion.
Two individuals to whom I'd like to
extend special appreciation are Gillian
Gawne and Jennifer Cleghorn, our
last-minute replacements for a couple of
a team members who couldn't make the
game. Gillian and Jennifer hardly played
like replacements. Great performances
were turned in by both. Good stuff,
guys!
Last and certainly not least, I'd like to
acknowledge the tremendous efforts of all
the team members and the time they put
in. Liana, Bob, Laura, Tom, Dave, Greg,
Steve, Martin, Tim, Scott, Mary, and
Carmen: thanks for a great season!
You're a class act and you should be
proud of the way you represented UPS
Sunday.
Eric Gilbertson

Review lacks

is talking about. While it is an
improvement over the Trail's other recent
reviews, citing at least one valid example
of how exactly the show was good or
bad, it still contains many instances in
which the reviewers assesments were not
well proven and, as usual, the reviewer
seemed more concerned with being cute
than providing valid information.
This is not just a gripe over a bad
review. Even the Trail's favorable
reviews are a source of aggravation to
me, offering little more than a plot
outline for the show and few sentences
saying that the play or the actors were
good but offering no insight into what
makes them good.
And most despicable of all is the
Trail's lack of concern for getting these
plays reviewed and getting the reviews
our on time. This was the case with
Promenade. To put it bluntly... what the
hell is the point of even printing a
review if it is printed when the play is
over? The purpose of a review is to
inform people whether or not a play is
worth seeing. Why would anyone read a

play review when they'll have no chance
of seeing the play?
While I have no brilliant ideas on how
to remedy the Trail's mismanagement I
can offer two suggestions about
improving the reviews. Either (A) keep
the reviews as they are and begin them
with a paragraph stating that these
reviews are written by amateurs who've
had no training whatsoever to critique
theater or (B) make it a requirement at
the Trail that in order to review a play
the student must have taken a course in
theater such as Theatre Survey or Theatre
History.
The time has come, as I'm sure my
fellow thespians at heart would agree, for
the Trail to produce critiques of a much
higher level of competence.
Bill Funt
P.S. I do hope that Rich Underhill,
the reviewer of Curse of the Starving

Class, the Fine Arts Editor, and someone
I do like doesn't take any of this
personally.

&

Having just read the Trail's review of
Curse of the Starving Class I have once
again been sLIl)jected to a typical Trail
theatre review, sorely lacking in any
skill or knowledge of what the reviewer

SAVE
$3.00
ON ANY
THICK CRUST
PLUS 2 ITEMS
16" PIZZA

There were a lot of initials carved on
the ceilings and walls of the cave. On
one of the walls there was the following
inscription: "S.D. Potter Aug. 21,
1897". It was perfectly preserved and
seemed to be authentic.

las $12.00 - Now $9.00
Phone
Name.

Friday.
Today we hiked up the Grandview
Trail out of the canyon. Now that I've
left the canyon I realize that it has left
me an enormous sense of immediacy.
Regardless of how much time is
represented by the canyon walls, the
piece of time which dominates my
senses is now. The canyon is always
new.

I
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SAVE
$2.00
ON ANY
2 ITEM 16" PIZZA

Was $10.50 - Now $8.50
Additional Items $1 .50

EXCELLENT
PARTTIME
POSITIONS
Work at your present job and
earn extra dollars as a life
insurance professional.
• Proven track for success
• Work your own hours
• Set your own income level
with excellent commissions
• Work into a full-time position
• Training provided
• Management opportunities

IMMEDIATE
OPENINGS
CALL MIKE
473-5624
SURETY' LIFE

Phone
Name EXP.

ONE COUPON PER PIZZA

401

. — — — — — — — — — — — — - -

ANY ONE ITEM
12" PIZZA ONLY

$4.25
PLUS ONE
FREE 32 OZ. POP
GOOD LUNCH ONLY
11 a.m. 3 p.m.
Monday - Friday
Phone
Name .
ONE COUPON PER PIZZA

A MEMBER OF THE SEARS FAMILY
SURETY LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 84111
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1\'Iouth
t ells all
By Miss Mouth
PG is re11y PG. Anyone want
kitten?
It•s spring and the love Du has
certainly hit this campus KG
MA were married 1a't vui' on
WCscSd),
y
. •
j , it w-rtthe
..
.
right length(isn t that wwags t he
case?). Maybe next uear 8i t
tirneyouguy:
certainly a love
roost these dads What wi th D
endSLseen 4 o ther awee M u
and AN. Could It be Lrue JS tooK
E to sorrerc'
- r-ll''
...,: .
. .- cal
V
..
last weeend Could t have Cè'l
the SN in SW by any chaoe Jj
has been cozy with MW for a
while now, could it be the REA:.
thing?
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hrcwn-rr
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a'-ici
qeneral
elitist attitudes .
"It ' S
t ime
to
let
elitiss he eiitic," sai d
Curley Mce, director of the
p rogra
we
have
oursel -- es superior t o the
rest
of the
- .
-some t
..t , i'i. a
a very 1rg tarre
-c . '
now the day when
further
exress
Lse
elitist ide The crackdown c
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In media news NH has been see'
d I n I n g w I t h M W a n a w f u 1 lot
latelU. We thought she jnIg flked
1 1 t.jer olds. Or does he qu1jr?
D" and AE3 are certain] rnd-iy
45K 4
bOLj
her
(now isn't that extra
spechu& '..' DR nd D re StIll a
deux,
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the luck of the Irish with
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out
the weddvg. Spe3kii
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1
-wifl SD and < ever
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tothe hideous nature of these transgressions andthe ncredible
i
number of vile moral depravities committed overthe year on this
Gooforsaken campus, we are simply providing summaries ofeach month's
most excessive and horrifying moral transgressions. May the few remaining
students who are not completely spirually bankwpt beforewarned, and ma'
the many, many, vile offenders seethe error of their ways before it'stoo late.

JANUARY-

The moral depravities taking place in thefirst month
of our spring semesterwere hideous indeed. The last weekends
ofthe month featured students driving long distances out of
town,evenoutofthestate,toengagejnretreatsofpure
bacchinalia. Orgies are noteven .a sufficientdescriptive noun for
these weekends of pure soul-defilement. Drinking, sex, illicit
dwgs, baby-swapping, even CARD GAMES FOR MONEY
dragged downthe immortal souls of potential candidates for
salvation. The decadence was not limitedto off-campus activitis,
however, butthe gory details defy description by such temperate
souls as ourselves.

lours tru y 1 S
-1 one ri ght
now,she cant help but be
happy with all the cute twosomes
.

-_un1 n':i around
Alter all,

never knows
the io'ebug will strike...
Till ne.t week, keep your
s .,I rts on and your underwear
clarl

, '-.

"St. Valentine," actually a Satanic demon sent by
the Great Deceiver to lure innocent young men and women into
acts and gifts of lust in the name of that more pious passion, took
a heavy toll of students here. The more licentious of his victims
could be seen exchanging PUBLIC DISPLAYS OF AFFECTION.
Those less polluted still exchanged gifts, and participated in sinfu
physicalaivitiesbeforemarriage.

*

:ernbers
ieaders
t races
of
nonattitudes
among
.
a1tt
errLrers of the
c..asseE. i mmediate punit*ve
ac:c, was takeL, and all
OZ:eicters have now been
P w1tn Todd
.
11i1
:

rsfied, an excelling
re:xe.--.f t h e study group .
"We are dd±ate.j to the
idea
qalk
campus with
our . r - i- r a and
''re bLter than you ar
r-:
£
Victorian
.our identity.
-re SiMTDIV
a our rc
- .
.
3. Your ideal date is:
Dinner in front of the televson

set, watching reruns of Gilligans
Island.
Watching the horse, dog, car or
sex aid races.
Dinner by the water, followed by
1. You would rather be_______ dancing, and a walk a'ong a moonlit
beach.
on Saturday night.
Playing Grand Lizard
4. You go to bed with a
Eating atatruck stop
rlIarI,woman
Making love on the beach
When Hell freezes over, thank
2. Given a choice of music, you you.
prefer:
Once a day if you haven't
flossed.
Dean Martin
Bon Jovi
After a long a desperately
romantic courtship.
Barry Manikw

0

FEBRUARY-..-

it ___

Sex energy.
piaobing
Do vnti tinnle with sxuaI enemy
with each waking moment? Are your
hormones racing with every breath
you take? Are you unsure? Take this
quick and relatively painless quiz and
find out.

jj]

MARCH-APRIL-...

Springbreak, U.S.A. Saynomore.
Only two days into this newspring month, the
month withthe holidaycelebrating Our Lord's merciful death for
ourcountless sins, moraltransgressions have run rampant on
campus Students have been sunbathing with skin revealed
abovethe knee and onthe back, areas that ought only to be
seen bythe spouse aftera good consecrated marriage. And
speaking of marriage, wmorsaboundthatstudentsare
OFTHE MARRIAGE BED, oftenwithout knowingthe last nameo
their partners in Satanism And they have even been dancing

What is causing this widespread immoraIy on campus'? Is it part o
a widespread diabolical p 1ot o elevate the Prince of Darkness to the
'eac1 eiship of our strayed world'? Repent now, we urge you before its too
a & We have provided a simpc 3 step plan to lead you to salvation
1. Send yourtuitiori money to Oral Roberts
Buy makeup from Tammy Bakker and from her only. Every inch
upon the face is an extra inch toward the Lord.
3. SUce up your credit cards (plastic is a direct conduit from Hell)
and burn your lust-inducing, trendy clothes. You may still use your credit
cards only if you use them to purchase Tammy Bakkers makeup.
5. You take quizes like this
because
You cant think of anything

5-75 Much better than before,
but something is lacking from your

better to do with your time.
They amuse and scintillate you.
You are tnilv finti to strive frr

relationship. Could if be a matter of
excitement,

better person through;p'
image

You are truly tingling.
Your life is filled with sexual
adventures, and you actively seek
the most funioving activities to
highlight your natural energy!

Sco
A=irrng,
13=15
C=69

0-5 Well. What can we say. You
must be dead sexually, or at least in a
coma.

0

0

NEXT MONTH: TEST YOUR
KNOWLEDGE OF POWER

TOOLS!WU
0
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Total amateur reviews
a fine theater show
The play progressed at a slow pace,
but when I woke up, I was delighted to
This review was written by a totally flnd everybody dead. The dream I
butt-stupid person whose work is dremt reminded me of a poerr m
;; : 1
r'
really unworthy of beincj printed in a friend Ross Fenst:rnkrag as fine as the -Th riI Bpjds Pi"v' tS'1

By Elk Undertifil
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functionally j,ijtrate E"
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swer is
" h'iJ no
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trai'ung w'iasco' er i ludr7 out,ot
limited to, pott}' training Thank you for
bareing with us through the
oh-so-long year of these pathetic
reviews.

Ifiwere

IwOLdit ; i da
Blow fihb/ow
Fishblow fish.
0, to linger in your velvei aquarium
Probe you .VIjii my L'u q'q
Eyes.
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Boy, there is alots of good theater
to see out in the Tacoma area. In his
.
.
review, I am gonna reviewtheater
Frist I recommend that one ,ee
new play at the Bijou. It s caed
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pretty good.
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duIn t notice the warning ..r un tdit was too
late.
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f-"rf from someone who Icfiows probah!q the move wtll happen soon.
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Peloneus, was marred by his
offensive body odor, which could be
smelled in the eighth row. Bill Wright
(owner) was the only flower in the field
of feces His portrayal of The King was

a

u ,. a..

pii concIv-ded ..iuIi a
:"
t '-i: :i'
3i
nti cs az
Aotr piay worth seeing is the
Hamlet. This play is a real winn'r.
especially considering the fast that i t ste 'erson of Gene Wilder's classic and someo': ial to f"t the l'.:'. s4andmg ovation it the i'qn for
was written by some viruousty film Haunted Honeymoon. The wild qjiVersity oIftcxl
i' !tih
to
5
c
unknown dude nared VIiiham coupk was played by UPS students conprm
r
•
' - ni Iat [at
ir
.,
I'
or denu revort tru.t
I
cone Chares
Nelson Reilly and theatre
Shakespeer. I know he
serrt Rberts a $1.3 million chi-eck :ia nighl - i'rc:iicric 'ThiL;1' ctimbed. up to
something before; boy I wi3h l takeP major Pia Zadora. The show was fairly
the I7m-ipson bell tower and started
1a and inuler an alias name .
a theatre class at UPS so d know what good. The acting was about the best
T'i':.f
Iicc1fcrs o:c..cioi-ia[[q IO.t:1.
I've ever .een.
itwas.
I wOuld rirode more irif ormation,
The play was good because it was
fun. It was fun to watch because the but I have to co iron my uder'ear.
'
actors were good. Cher, as Ohfe&ya, have a date and I have to be cute.
D d--& me
T
*
had on a divine gown throughout So
did Dave Harlen, who played the
•
j 1
mother. Hamlet was played bi Barry
M anilow.
h o1
ft
i
-ikJ -i
--•-In the frist scene things got a little
c e 'ome
r
- a better
.
s low because of Wayne Newton. His '
N
I iluess
'Bu 9immu Qisort
------•-.---.
performance o the ole geyser,
j
locattoti t/ia?r \rth Tharircr, SO
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interruptLi hint ( -ic, Oral. why
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± : cu
jour scI'
&ar Satan

Aimless Stephenson
responsibility Editor
tom
1
ii
iukgle
for you" Koontz 1
ews God
C5u;iin C uhby" Moughon
tar Senate Reporter! Token Greek
Elk Underhill
Ilarie Osmond Editor
Katie
de Gutes
ueen of the Salsa
Kent Person
litism Reporter
Kathy Hedges
taff Cheerleader
Dave
"I
kick
precnant
dogs" Harlan
hauvinism Editor
Darnic; "Hot i.içd" Driskell
lot Wax lt'Ianager
IMen Dhna;, F1rail C'hauffeuri
taff Unity Coordinator
Kc bud
lind Artist at Large
d-r't
(_ri-tii
hr. N4oney
R
aperboy
Dana R.
)fficial Pace Car Driver & Clothes Model
Dick
Fri'
and
(...'rc- Mi1!
'Iatt & Steve Editors
R. tXii Vdr ZIi
ource of Continual Moral and Literary Inspiration
Sally Eanics, and Sh b- \\
Iroupies
flnnai
'lascots
Nlichue
Most of the ASUPS
Entrail is a sporadic newsrag printed by the Associated Students of TI'
iversity for Putrid Sounds, published if and when we damn well feel like i
erever we feel like it, and for whatever reasons we see fit. So there.

j- L'ct1 fri s are fa t i t 'S t rut
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maybe even longer than that, to pm i.t evening, t'yewif tecs - c claim
carry out plans for this azuldeed. tIttli s' the san ,LJ'n to SCt.

Typical student writes

This is a compilation of
every letter I've ever written
to the Entrail in my life,
summed up so you'll get
t he iti points. 1 ocU it the
tii WHi-, and if covers all
the subjecis I'm listing
bE-w:
k:nd service, the Ccdcr
Post P-nflal Life, ASUPS
3c,nafe. :3PURS, Security,
James Watt, AiDS, Oral
Roberts, Tuitton ncrciscs,
alcohol policy.
Also Food service,

graduation requirements,
the Cellar, rape, the
grading system. religion,
Rambo, Orientation, Rush
Counselors, mannequins,
the College Bowl team,
moral repugnance, the
ien)zVOuS room, and
Unce Milt's Pizza.
And dont forget Rush
counselors, parkina in
Jones circle, studcnt
:'r,athy, and the swim
0 im.
Signed,
The Typical Whiner
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• ¶Zfl€ Wiiversity far PutiiISauiu1c
Wulertlie (oamingsIiatfowafthe Pptunda
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You thought you wouldn't have
hm to kick around any more...
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By Cubby

"Boy, that was better than Days of
Our Lives, even when Patch and
Kayla get it on," commented one of
Senate's many interested observers
Tuesday night.
"Golly gee, I've never had so much
fun. What ragin' legislation. Took my
breath away," added another.
The monumental decisions of
which these students are speaking
rocked the boardroom during the
This week concluded the media head selection process, but none of the candidates meeting.
for the Trail were good enough. Nobody's qualified. So last year's editor and current
Bill number 54,789, proposed by
honathon Coordinator Michael Amend is returning to do the job. "I'm back,"
an anonymous senator, recognized a
and (like it. I like it a lot. Current editor Aimless
n e w organization,
just
tephenson was in seclusion outside the count and
S.W.W.T.B.l.A.C.W.A.B.F.L.N., or
could not be reached for conunent
Students Who Want To Be In A Club
With
A Big Fu oops, Fancy Long
figures it out, it's April
Name.
TooCs time! For our regular issue,
A motion to use ASUPS funds for
campus projects suggested by the
jU$t turn the paper over. Are we brilliant or wlat?
students was hotly contested and

floundered with a 7-5 vote.
Next, the senatcrs unanimously
decided to afloc;i $45,000 for a
bulk order of pa: cips.
"This is totally a bargain," said the
senator whose project is office
supply updating. "We won't have to
buy any more for a whole semester.
Also passed was a proposition by
President Phibbs. The bill was a
detailed plan for student time and
money to be donated to the local
Disabled Bowlers Association (DBA).
"Even though it was the
President's idea and he wrote up the
whole gosh '' t:iing, this is totally
coming frun the students, I swear it,"
said a source who prefers to remain
unidentified.
In final hurried actions, Senate
passed bills to solve the problem of
world hunger, facilitate nuclear
disarmament and bring aboW world
peace before the end of April.
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Derby features
thrills and blood
By Tom Koontz

today, her gettin' stuck deeper and
tU!1iI
I
deeper down into that dirt and water
In an awesome dLcptay of sheer stuff mied together /mud. horsepower, 42 -year veteran Yoe
fred was efirriiated from the
screamel to victoiy at Cast Saturday's competition when he hailed to
mower derby in AIL Ojtadd,
disloilqe his r'ciiee from the
rather large crowd of hundreds quagmire wt/in the au1otrei 15
J I
gathered to witness the Cittle - kirown minute time peroa (sc' artst s
jw
4
yet hItqhuIy acc&2imedI annual 'race for depiction).
the
field. I realize they're tire
'1 '•e:-ie ,-: ;m re shLicic'd earlier in the
'
all seasons - - except when it's tmnj.
In an earlier elimirwtwn,
nj,
masters, and they have the
Lan .,Jtcarcd off his own
'I içnew I'tl Cost some points by pilotznq o'd '\'umbei 11, was :l:
experience,
but I have afew ideas of
leaving that strip uirmowetI in the disqualified when r-ee officials it,-, t a/t,r fo;gcttinq to mount his
my own.'
dTrylatuI section,' said 9oe after di.sco:'e ted he had failed to wear his vehick b i lc:re thriving azi'ay.
Clmuek.placeda di.ctantfourthi.
•r t:2 scent li&e the wrong
Sat urcIay's final fleat,' so I just gave .a/c t .i
ttitutle, but I come out here year 'I gave it my best shot. I don't
it all she got on the home stretch and
can qet so wrapped up in the
:fier
near to set- the accidents,' said eect praise, but I just [rope I've
izopedT that no one would notice.'
adrenalin,.', the c.çcitclncnt, that you
one
'r,.
/sor. •I guess I actually gaineda little respect with wirat lye
Yoe sizaretI credit for the triumph jorqet the ('tile thirqs, 'çNJ stated
niu:d .':-eing the hloodfrom Earls done out there today. Igave it my at
with his vehicle: "That mower later.
injre.
for tire students of QIfPS.'
umber 5 she sure is a beauty, eli
1-icc. Jins •urci got iIuzr nu'nci/s
yes, ChUil( I tiunk.at least in this
'I: :. -'iting, yes. TDangerous -She was ridTing real pretty out there worth OUI there, YIILLILna 1;
cert v'ly. In a high-powered sport reporter's eyes you have gained
today. I am a might disappointed, their comme n t ioiliJ:L. q ! 1c dci bij.
you
though, that Wumber 12, who I
'yeah, I in a fan of old 'Tred -- [iAç this, accidents are bound to respect. And maybe someday,
happen.
will
be
a
regular
member
of
this
been ridin' for the Cast 14 years1 I ye been fcina of ,#oiiowzng hun nrij
'I 'itness three years ago. Ter in an iiUlgnnicent group of sportsmen wile
caught a rough edge backon turn #1. four years here,' said one student. 'I
ciiiort
to remove one of the old M'ark live for this one dy a year, when the
And I just had her reupiwlctered.'
was disap pointed when he qot bogqcrl
9oe was forced out of the first it-eat down ont t&re, but I guess that's 1 c from the mars/I, became part of grass is wet, the mac/lines are hot,
racing lore. The marsh, seeming to and men are men in this incredible
at the much-feared turn #1, but the hreat.s in this contest
;'.issess
a wilT of its own, swallowed battle of the bog.
Cater came back with his new vehicle
It was mq jzrst year /wate/t-inq
to win it all
the competiti on] but it d;;fira tc(t_j bat/i ':Th;: and his steed (Iron
TDerby fResu1Tts
Things werent so rosy for Tred, won. t be my last,' said one Crocodile) -- whole.
Incidents
such
as
this
fuel
an
air
who was last year derby winner.
First: 9oe
fres ini air
of
mystery
about
the
race
terrain:
5ecofld
'Vern
'7up, Spittin' Lucy -- if she coul4
'In my /ivc ifCWC here, 1 ye never
.
have just brofcjn out onto the dry seen aruba/Ic race lilc 'Joe did out some say it is an ancient Indian
9id
grouiuIback..there at the boglandc... there totlaij, said one Music, major. hurialgrouird.
ChIUk.
Tca's dedication and love for the
She's got the speed, but her weight 'I'm no autliori in on the derby, but
worI(ed against her today,' he said I do k,nou' a thinij or two about [awn sp"t 15 e't'ihodied in a simple plaque
-uisr-[a'"z in the derby's J-(all of fDis qualTified
'I k.inda felt Cik.e I let down a friend mowers.
A
'ILiflC. It reads 'Iron croe : a mower, XPy (failure to meuntain propei
safety equivnien t)
a j;-ic na a rv
ay of life. '
'.Fred (breach oJ the 15-minute boB
_cJ7cct 2t ',- catzrhiy witn'.c.sc([ the
rule)
I• •
les.,- - .-iarz orz[lzant
,, .
.
.
pt'rlormance oj
Lfi11 i1Lre to tak.e the minimum
young ups/rt roohie, work ctiiihij
TD
C(rr' no
four c(/jL'e hrt'akc)
student C/luck.
II
U) II JUt
"'' WOrkI 1IB k.nowledge of hILc
'Before the cot'npetitiori Chuckhad
.
qj R' nn
Hsized up his chances tizusly: 'I'm
. suicted injury; see story)
confident I can ieep up with the rect
Have a heart
l ncirrrectly spelled own name on
The Tacoma chapter of the National Organization for (ran Donors will be oncampus
ruce entry form
next Moitday. April 6. All students are encouragci in donate anneled cplecn\. tongues,
)
livers, and hearts during the drive "so that (it-hers may have the i.ilt of life."
e" " '
Ref reshmenis will he provided. (Organizers ask that liver donors stay off the OOtlle at
least two days prior to donation.
I,

i1V

2":i"

LIinoe1

Visit I Icil this summer
Tours & Tours is sponsoring a trip to Hades this summer. This is an ideai opportunity
to gain first-hand knowledge of a different culture. Particp'ints will he guided by the
Grim Reaper and travel first class across the riser Styx on the nicvly rct'urhkhed
Charon II. The trip includes a chance to speak with min.e dernons on the lesser IdUflCS
as well as the opportunity to attend a presentation by the Pnr,ce of Darkness himsel!,
Becizehub; Mephistopheles:Asmodeus; Satan. Don't n - os this onee-tna-lifctime oller. (
(all x4666 for more details.
Meeting rescheduled
Attention Ouija Board Experience Group members: meeting time has been eh:inged to
9:00 on Tuesday. Please inform yo'.zr guides.
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RHONDA STARLUSTS
NIFTY HORRORSCOPES
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ARIES- don't wear blue on the 8th and
carry no pennies! Listen to the Reggae
show Tuesday from 5 to 7 and catch
KUPS's positve vibrations.
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TAURUS- friends will help you during
the week of the 1 3th to solve that bad
taste problem.
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GEMINI- your love life will take a turn
for the worse on the 20th but a healthy
diet of nuts and berries will bolster
your spirits.
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CAPRICORN- avoid popcorn during the
full moon. Your hard work will be
rewarded on the 29th when friends
recognize the value of your rug sample

0

CANCER- focus on weekend adventures collection. Lucky number this
month-90.1.
during the month of April. Saturn in
the 15th house will provide great luck
AQUARIUS- Be generous during the
in floral arrangement during the week
first two weeks of April, but lend no
of the 5th.
pencils on the 17th when the moon and
Jupiter are in conjunction. Marie
LEO- your talent for unshelling peanuts
Osmond will figure prominantly.
in a single blow will win you applause.
Take advantage of a new found
PISCES- relax, be casual! Avoid
aquaintance to advise you when to
stressful situations. Tune your dial to
washyour car.
KUPS, 90.1.
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VIRGO- what seems to be a bizzarre
and unusual radio station to you now
will prove to be a source of happiness
in the upcoming months. Listen to
KUPS for enlightenment.
,
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LIBRA- yourpeace of mind will be
disturbed by a flock of migrating
chickens on the 4th, but don't fear.
Come see Eastern Star, Chemistry Set,
+ Girl Trouble and Pure Joy at the UPS
great Hall to set yourself at ease.

+
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shoes off and wade through the grass.
Keep informed about local concerts by
listening to KUPS.
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SAGITARIUS- tall women with
bouffant wigs will sleep on your lawn
to watch meteor showers unless you
protect your home with garlic and
KUPSbumperstickersBepresistant!
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SCORPIO- don't fret when plans fall
+ through.
Dare to explore! Take your
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U. F 0. HOVERS OVER
U P S. ! !
.
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Reports of an unidentified flying object have been
confirmed over the campus of U.P.S. Last weekend a
decrease in power was reported all over campus.
This was because of a power drainage by our friends
from elsewhere. An eyewitness to the account, Cat
Trapp recalled seeing a strange object hovering over
the S.U.B. with the words "Good Year" printed on its
side.
She had no clue to the meaning of this.
"Perhaps it was a message or they were trying to
disguise themselves," stated Cat Trapp.
It was
heard from an anonymous witness that the visitors
from space had picked up KUPS on their recievers
and excitedly reported, "Aha, there must be
intelligent life down there." The moral to this story
is; wniie iying over new ana strange areas tune in
to KUPS 90.1 f.m. and arrive in the 21st century
with style.
---------------
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MARK MILLER AND VANNA
WHITE SEEN TOGETHER!!!
Yes! It's true . That dazzling Vanna White was seen
with KUPS's own Mark Miller at the Pizza Cellar last
Monday watching the Academy Award Ceremonies.
Attempts were made to photograph the pair but
when confronted, White threw pizza at our cameras
and shrieked "Can't you guys just leave me alone?"
Unfortunately the roll of film containing the pictures
of Vanna's tantrum was ruined in the developing
process. Mark Miller has refused to comment.

K1JPS lobby haunted by
voodoo salt and pepper
shakers!
A set of salt and pepper shakers
purchased to decorate the KUPS
lobby have been proven to be not just
tasteless - but possesed by the Devil!
The evil looking Kon Tiki statuettes
have terrorized many of the dj's and
staff, "Albums just fly out of my
hands! I can't control them!" reports
Friday 8-10 am dj Kirk Mackie. Brian
Meyers, another Friday morning dj
claims that the demon like glowing
eyes caused him to play 3 albums in a
row at the wrong speed and that
voices in his head wailed "Play the Go
Go's! Play the Go Go's!" until he was
driven frantically out of the station!

THE WALLETS AT UPS!!!!!!!
The Wallets, a well known group to KUPS
listeners, will perform at the University of
Puget Sound, Saturday April 18th! This
Minneapolis based band will be brought to you by
KU PS. Mark your calendars and listen for more
details about this fabulous event!

Artist/Album/Label
1 .Los Lobos/By the Light of the Moo n/
Slash-Warner Bros
2.Pure Joy/Pure Joy/Dwindle
3.SoundtrackJSome Kind of Wonderful/MCA
4.Julian Cope/St. Julian/Island
5.Husker Du/Songs and Stories/Warner Bros
6. Robert Cray/Who's been Talking/Atlantic
7.Siouxsie and the Banshees/Through the Looking
Glass/Geffen
8.Stranglers/Dream Time/Epic
9.Chris Isaac/Chris Isaac/Warner Bros
10.Robert Wegman/Dangerous Curves/Fumiko
11 .Wednesday Week/What We Had/Enigma
1 2.Balancing Act/New Campfire Songs/Type A
13.U2 /The Joshua Tree/Island
1 4.The The/Infected /Epic
1 5.Waxing Poetics/Hermitage/Emergo
1 6.Killing Joke/Brighter Than aThousand/Virgin
1 7.Dream so Real/Father's House/Twin
Tone-Coyote
1 8.Albert Collins/Cold Snap/Alligator
1 9.Widgets/Empty Hearts/Gark
20.Wi nter/Hou rs Leaving Them/Link
21 .Heaven 1 7/ContendersNirgin
22. Cassel berry- Dupree/City Down/Iceberg
23.The Mission/God's own Medicine/Mercury
24.Rockin' Dopsie/Crowned Prince of Zydeco/
Maison Soul
XTC/Dear God/Geffen
Flesh for Lulu/ldol/Beggar's Banquet
27.Godfathers/Hit by Hit/Link
28. The Three o'clock/Ever After/IRS
29.Pschydelic Furs/Midnight to Midnightl
Columbia
30.Hipsway/ Hipsway/Columbia
31 .China Crisis/What Price Paradise/A&M
32.The Damned/Anythng/MCA
33.Soundtrack!Athens GA, inside-Out/IRS
34.The Saints/The Saints/TVT
35. Right as Rain/Right as Rain/Saftey Net
36.Dave Edmunds/I Hear You Rockin'/Columbia
37.Andy White/Rave On/MCA
38.Cocteau Twins/Love!s Easy Tears!
Relativity-4AD
39.Tommy Keene/Run Now/Geffen
40.Johnny Winter/Third Degree/Alligator
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The Gavin's Report
The Gavin Seminar festivities in San Francisco have helped KUPS
stupendously! We, as a cuffing age music station, are on the map now with the
bigwigs in new music. They know who we are and they want to do business.
They have given us a few suggestions to be a beffer station:
Increase the number of hours of alternative music.
Work with the local music stores and help them increase their sales of
alternative music.
Put the station's emphasis on an alternative affitude, not just alternative
music.
Have new music listening parties for staff members.
The Gavin Report is very pleased with our improvement as a station and we
are being reviewed to be a reporter for them. The Gavin Report supplies such
maazines as Rolling Stone and Billboard with college music reviews and
playlists.
Being a reporter to Gavin is a great honor and as DJ's, staff members, and
/
faifhfull listeners to KUPS, let's keep making the station BE1TER!!!
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Reporting for KUPS,
Barb Farrar
Promotion Director
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KUPS will be bringing you Logger Baseball action in the spring. Most
home games will be covered either in their entirety or with 3 inning
updates. Also, tune in during the 6:00 news for an update of all the sports
happenings of the day, including national, local, and UPS sports.
Sports Editor
Glenn Kuper
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